
 

Material 100% Polyester
Application Mattress, duvets, beds

Item Value
weight 500 g / core, 1000 g / core or 1 KG / ZAK, 20 KG / BOX

Capacity of delivery 70000kgs / month

colour Rough white

Feature No buttons, no break, use for fast quilting machine
Sample sample free to ship

package box pack

Payment LC, DA , DP, TT and so on

quilting yarn suitable for any brand of quilting machine and fabric texture. this range of products where
we choose the best quality raw materials, use the best technology and the strictest quality control. Take
care of each product to achieve the best effect of quilting, do not break wire, do not re-edit, quilting the
most beautiful pattern.

Cocoon coils are exclusively used for the bobbin thread component in multi-needle stitch stitch quilting
and in "schiffli" embroidery
 
Suggest for quilt: upper 210D / 3 150D / 3 210D / 2 BOTTOM: 40S / 2 40S / 3 20S / 2
Spun polyester coil: 60s / 2 40s / x 50s / 2 (7 # and 10 #)
Nyly material: 100D / 2 (7 # and 10 #)
(Polyester with high tenacity) filament polyester 70D / 2 (7 # and 10 #)

We also offer many kinds of products for your choice. Please click on these words and find your need:
 

 

  Mattress quilt thread in china 
bobbin thread manufacturer china

 China Mattress components factory

 

http://www.mattressfabricmanufacturer.com/products/waterproof-quilt-thread.html
http://www.mattressfabricmanufacturer.com/products/waterproof-quilt-thread.html
http://www.mattressfabricmanufacturer.com/products/bobbing-thread.html
http://www.mattressfabricmanufacturer.com/products/quilting-thread.html
http://www.mattressfabricmanufacturer.com/products/quilting-thread.html


 



The cocoon bobbin thread can be used for  

 



 

  
      



 

 

        



 
        

1.15 years specailize in mattress fabric and components
2. Quality first with best price
3. Insure quantity and delievery time
4. Keep improve new designs and new products
5. Search new and fashion element for the customer
6.Mix all kinds of products in one container
7. Keep Inform order situation 
8.Sample free 



9. If quality problem,please contact service@hyaindustry.com

We hope you can be our guest ,China is a beautiful 
We hope we can grow up business together and develop best and fashion mattress 
 



we making all kinds of mattress jacquard knit fabric (hemp,organic ,tencel ,cotton, flame retardant ,aloe
vera ,bamboo ,cooling fabric ,copper and so on ) mattress tricot fabric ,mattress satin fabric ,mattress tc
fabric ,mattress cover ,pillow cover and mattress border fabric ,mattress base cover and mattress
components (anti slip fabric ,thread ,flet pad ,tape …) ,stichbond fabric ,anti slip fabric ,flame retardant
fabric ,curtain 


